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Giuliana Cascardo is the artist behind Birth of Xila and

also plays Xila Jones within the piece. The production

of the installation was a highly collaborative effort.

All materials used have been donated, recycled,

or thrifted to create the space.

Special thanks to Jessie Devereaux, Colleen Crongeyer,

Daniel Cascardo, Leah Castile, and Robert Tomasaitis.
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screen. She knew that she invited friends over for

tea later that day and the outfi t she chose reflected 
that. Subconsciously, the outfi t she chose was inspired

by the early 1960’s disco fashion she saw at the art 

museum. Once chosen, the clothing appears from the 

dispenser. She prepares for her event by arranging her 

tea set and using part of her stipend to purchase tea. 

She contacts a friend through the computer who likes

to create music. She asks the friend to play at the

event and they agree. Now with the event ready,

she has time to spend with her signifi cant
other. They reside to the bedroom and return. The two

eat lunch together provided by the dispenser.

Lunch consists of cricket powder, rice, dandelions,

and hazelnuts. They decide to go for a stroll in the

park before people arrive. When returning, she begins

her painting as the guests arrive. The music starts 

as she serves tea to all guests. They talk about 

entertainment and ideas till the evening gets dark.

When the guests leave, she is inspired by new

ideas and does research on the next thing
to try. She fi nds new stories and looks to try a new 

activity. After some research, she wanted to try

a dish called “French Onion Soup.” With part of her 

stipend, she requests the special dish. With the

dish made, she decides to reside at her signifi cant 

other’s Dome to enjoy the French Onion Soup together

and reside for the night.
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options of buying food for leisure. Xila’s favorite 

leisure food is carrot cake with bean-based frosting, 

which she has during special occasions.

•How does Xila socialize? There are social communications 

digitally through online chat rooms as well as physical 

interactions. Xila likes to invite a handful of friends 

over every other week for a tea ceremony with painting 

and music. Many of her friends she has met online with 

similar interests, and some she has met at meetups. 
One meetup she regularly goes to is the “Drawing from 

Nature” group that meets in the park.

•Does Xila have a signifi cant other? She has an intimate 

relationship with a signifi cant other which she has met 

from a common interest in nature. They share nights 

together, commonly hopping between each other’s Domes. 

There is a clear emotional and sexual dialogue they

share. Many couples hop between each other’s Domes

but mainly reside in their own Dome. If they
wish, they can move in together in a Dome provided
for couples.

•What does Xila do for a living? She does not 
formally work. She does receive and use her monthly 
government stipends. She accepts money as donation

from events to continue creating and socializing.

Money given to her goes towards art supplies, leisure, 

and any supplies for events that require payment.

•What is Xila’s day-in-life look like? Xila wakes
up early to start her routine. She meditates, stretches, 

then requests a nutrition shake from the food dispenser. 

Out of the 20 provided shake flavors, she often choses 

Blueberry. Sipping on her shake, she tends to her

plants and chooses her outfi t from the same computer 
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•What is the state of the environment? The environmental 

ideas implemented in 2020 were successful in benefiting 

the health of the earth and the quality of life of 

humanity. Nuclear fusion has been in effect since 2033. 

Since then, there has been an obliteration of all energy 

sourcing from non-sustainable materials like oil, coal, 

and corn. Therefore, global warming has increasingly 

slowed to a halt because of the lack of C02 
emissions. Since the transition to nuclear fusion, 
energy is unlimited, thus cleaning the environment

and recycling is inexpensive.

•What about the economy? With no reason to spend on 

creating energy, money became an abundance. So, the 

United States’ government created a system called

Neutral Grounds. Neutral Grounds is a system that

gives all citizens the ability to own a home,
eat nutritiously, be healthy, and have leisure

endeavors that fuel the economy at no fi nancial cost

to them. This is done with a government-provided

basic nutrition, housing called Domes, free healthcare, 

free education, and a stipend issued monthly.
The stipend gives citizens the ability to save and

spend beyond the basic provided means.

•What about education? Extensive teachings of sexual 

education are required in all schools and education 

campaigns are released. With people being more 

intentional about procreating, the amount of

people has decreased over the years. With not

as many children as in 2019, there is more attention

and education available for each child.
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•How did the birth rate change? Since 2025, there

has been a wide array of sexual education and birth 

control medication now available for all genders. 

Abortion has been obsolete because of the widely 

acceptable and easily available birth control and sex 

education. The required extensive teaching of sexual 

education in all schools since 2025 has created a 

cultural stigma against unplanned parenting and non-

consented sex. With an open dialogue around sex, 
more people have come forth recognizing the horrors of 

rape, abuse, and sexism. Because of proper recognition

of crimes, all three became extremely rare obsolete

acts since 2040.

•What about procreation? Even with no regulation from

the government, many couples have inherently chosen

to have maximum one child or no children. There are

hopes that with fewer children, there would be more 

resources and attention to the children who are born.

A collective tribe-like effort would form in communities 

to insure the strength of all the children. With fewer 

children, there is more potential the children will 

thrive humbly, healthy, and with determination to 

revitalize the earth. The costs of universal health

care, education, and monthly stipends become
little expenditure to the government when
the amount of people changes.

•Change in births? Xila Jones was born in 2069 and was one 

of thirty children born that day in all of Michigan. The 

average of births in 2019 in Michigan was 307 daily. The 

day Xila was born, around 1,853 children were

born in the United States. In 2019, the average

daily births for the United States was 361,481.
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•What is Xila’s family history? Xila’s grandparents were 

Sai Rolanda and Hubert Featherman. When the couple was 

about 34, they gave birth to her father, Don Rolanda

in 2029. Sai and Hubert had a lower middle-class

income but found the urge to procreate was too strong

to ignore. Many people around their age were 

inherently conscious of having any children,
let alone having one. However, their community was strong 

and they found help with raising their child because

so few were being born. Don was supported by the 

community in many ways throughout his life. He had

a tailored extensive education provided to him without 

the cost of a private school. He had a community 

foundation to draw him closer to the importance

of the earth. Don went on to meet Xila’s mother Rane 

Jones. They two were skeptical of having a child.

Within the 40 years of living, Don witnessed the 

staggering decrease in child births. Nevertheless,

in 2069 they gave birth to Xila Jones. Jones,
being her mother’s maiden name.

•What is Xila’a motivation? Xila loves to create and 

socialize. She gifts many of her creations to fans

and friends as wanted. She enjoys showing admiration

for nature in the hobbies she does.

•What is Xila’s source of food? The baseline free 

nutrition provides all citizens the basic structure

of proteins, carbs, vitamins, and fi ber which are 

fabricated based on the health needs of each individual. 

Xila is anemic so her diet is heavy with protein

and iron. Her favorite dish is cricket stir fry
with spinach, carrots, and garlic. The food dispenser 

provides free foods that meet her health needs and 
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is best used in interiors. It is made from a range of 

post-consumer waste including abandoned fi shing nets, 

carpets and rigid textiles. Qmonos is spider silk 
developed through synthetic proteins with a marriage

of bioengineered bacteria and recombinant DNA. It is

a perfect nylon and silk substitute. Qmonos is best

used in clothing for extreme environments.

•What is a Dome? After a person fi nishes their two-

year term of work, they are able to own and live in an 

apartment or “Dome.” Each Dome is a basic one-bathroom 

studio apartment that you own with all provided
basic utilities funded by the government. If you decide 

to move elsewhere, you are not allowed to keep your

Dome and own another home.

•Who is Xila? Xila Jones is a 26-year-old who 
identifi es as female. She was born in 2069. She lives 

in a Dome with a monthly stipend, both provided by the 

government. She is interested in nature, art, and social 

gatherings. She loves learning new techniques and ideas. 

She has been in a relationship with a signifi cant other 

for two years now.

•Where does she live? Xila was born in Detroit,

Michigan and lived with her parents in their Dome

in Detroit until she was 20. When she turned 20,

she moved to Southfi eld, Michigan, to an apartment 

building called Sunlight 24. She stays in apartment

Dome 202 on floor 21.
•Does Xila work? From age 18 to 20, Xila worked as a 

caregiver for an assisted living program called Ties 

Together. Xila worked the required two-year term of

work so she would be able to own and live in a Dome.
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The decrease in births wasn’t from government

regulation but a cultural movement.

•Do people work? At the age of 18, all are required

to reside at a family or friends’ home free of cost 
while working a required two years in select programs. 

The work that is done consists of tasks that AI cannot 

perform. The work also requires no formal education

and any certification needed is provided during their 

term of work. Some of the jobs include caregiving, 

nannying, teacher assisting, food serving, and other

jobs that are more successful with humans than robots. 

After a person finishes their two-year term of work,

they are able to own and live in an apartment or “Dome.” 

Those with severe disabilities can request to opt out

of the work program and can still be provided a Dome.

•What about people who can not work? Those with severe 

disabilities have a choice of residing with family

or are provided all these amenities with free

medical monitoring, therapy, and care without

the need of working two years prior.

•What about further education? If a person desires

more leisure, you have the option to attend college

for free and acquire a specialized job. If one would

not like a job after a two-year term of work, they would 

be able to still use the stipend for leisure and saving.

•What about the wealthy? People would be able to keep 

their wealth, but everyone would have equal opportunity 

with the government subsidization of the Neutral Grounds. 

Everyone has the same opportunity for further education 

and health care since it is universally available. 
With a reparations tax placed on the highest wealth 

bracket in 2020, those with a family history
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of segregation and enslavement can have an opportunity

to gain wealth and gain a better quality of life.

•What about sustainable food? Food is produced with 

sustainability in mind, for example, farmed crickets

for protein. Food production that was once critical

to water supply, such as almond farming, is now 

sustainable. With ocean desalination plants or burning 

hydrogen, fresh water can be created for food production. 

Nuclear fusion has created the no-cost ability
to use electricity to power ocean desalination plants

or create burnable hydrogen.

•Where does Xila live? Xila lives in Dome 202 on

floor 21 in apartment complex Sunlight 24 in 
Southfield, Michigan.

•What is Sunlight 24? An apartment complex funded

by the government that provides living quarters and

basic needs to each resident. The government provides 

water, sewer systems, electricity, and basic nutrition 

included at no financial cost to the resident. Each 

apartment building also provides affordable exercise 

rooms, laundry services, and a luxury cafeteria which 

residents can use their government stipend as payment

if they wish.

•How do apartment complexes provide food? Each apartment 

building has green roofs featuring mass crop growth 
with vertical gardens that are incorporated throughout 

each apartment complex. There is also a cricket protein 

delivery system from local cricket farms. This system 

provides all baseline nutrition for residents living 

within the building.

•What about urban growth? With plant-based concrete, 

cities have been able to grow higher rather than wider. 
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Communities are built around public transportation. 
Green building ideas have made urban development fully 

self-sustainable. “Domes” or government provided 

apartment buildings are built with green efficiency

and self-sustainability.

•How to acquire clothes? Clothes are pulled from a large 

database and reused. Each resident has a specific 
amount of materials they can acquire. If a new item

of clothes is wanted but it would exceed the limit, 

another must be returned.

•Why all the fabric? Vintage and recycled fabrics have 

been the trend since 2020. Fashion and interior 
design now is based around clever reuse of materials. 

That being said, Xila’s outfi t and room is decorated

with reclaimed fabric and materials.

•What is Xila’s favorite fabric? Xila favorite vintage 

fabric to use is called Qmonos, a fabric developed 

through synthetic proteins with a marriage

of bioengineered bacteria and recombinant DNA.

•What kind of fabric is used in production?

There is a wide range of sustainable fabrics used

in production. Tencel is a cellulose fiber best used

for active wear and as a cotton substitute. It is

made by dissolving wood pulp and using a special

drying process called spinning. Pinatex is used
as a leather substitute. It is a cellulose fi bre

extracted from pineapple leaves combined with PLA,

and in 2020, used petroleum-based resin. However,

since 2025 a plant based thermoset resin prepared

by polymerizing glycerol has been used instead, making 

the material completely biodegradable. Econyl is a form 

of nylon that is made entirely from waste products and


